
FISE MONTPELLIER 2022
BREAKING

FISE Montpellier is a selection of contests in sports areas and parks that have been 
specifically designed and assembled by Hurricane Group to enhance the perfor-
mances of riders at the highest world level while remaining accessible to junior and 
amateur categories.
 
Urban sports communities are full of riders who stand out for their commitment. Whether involved 
with new generations of riders, social causes, or the reputation of their discipline(s), many of them 
carry their enthusiasm into the wider world.

QUAI DU PIRÉE
This innovative FISE site, located between the Hôtel de Région and its bars (centres of the en-
chanting evening festivities), is an essential stopping point for all festival-goers. This year, it offers 
a brand new programme of disciplines – Breaking and Bike Life exclusively – atop a stage built on 
the Lez that provides a flat surface ideal for trick lines.
 
WDSF BREAKING FOR GOLD WORLD SERIES PRESENTED BY SNIPES

Breaking, created in the Bronx in the 1970s, combines body movement and music. The basis of this 
urban discipline is gestural harmony and rhythm together with technical skill. Dancers can express 
themselves with a style based on their own identity. Breaking includes four main types of move-
ment: Toprock, Downrock, Power Moves, Freezes. The competitions are organised in collaboration 
with WDSF and FFD. Three distinct competitions, on a stage set up on the Lez, will see international 
BBoys and BGirls go head-to-head: the first WDSF Breaking For Gold World series event, the FFD 
French Championship battle stage and PACA-OCCITANIE-CORSE qualification, as well as amateur 
battles open to all : FISE Breaking Battle Challenge.

Carlota DUDEK – age 20 – MONTPELLIER
Despite being placed 5th at the 2018 World Youth Games in Buenos Aires, Carlota went on to win 
E-FISE 2020 in the BGirl Adult category. Of Cuban origin, she uses dance as much as she can as 
an outlet to express herself. A real hope in the discipline, her legendary smile and communicative 
energy make her a good bet to watch in the run-up to Paris 2024.


